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1. Introduction 
Let 15(f)lrao be an R-valued separable strictly stationary stochastic process on a 
complete probability space (0,9, P) and write 9 = {E E 9: P{ E} = 0 or 1) and 21’ 
for the class of functions $: [0, 00) + [-CO, CO]. Under certain conditions we shall 
prove that 
E,($)={w~fl:{t~O: .$(a; t)> 4(t)} is unbounded}E 9, 
F<(+)={WEn: {t 2 0: [(w; t) < $(t)} is unbounded}E 9, 
for all cc( E q, 
and also characterize when the P-values 0 and 1 occur: This is the GLIL. Further, 
as did Strassen [64], we give (last passage) probability estimates for 
I&(+‘; t)={oEa: ~(w;s)>$(s) for some sat} as t+cO. 
For certain non-stationary processes {X( r)}, __. we similarly analyze 
&&)={WEn:{tzo:X( w; t)>$(t)}n(O, E)#@ for each &>O}, 
gx($)={w~fl: (ta0: X(w; t)<$(t)}n(O, F)#@ for each ~10). 
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We apply our theory to find the GLIL for stationary Rayleigh processes, Brownian 
motion in [w” and Hilbert space, stable processes and maximum local time for 
Brownian motion. These GLIL’s are previously known (or in the range of existing 
methods) for increasing I/J’s in q: Our contribution is the extension to arbitrary I,!J’s. 
2. The GLIL 
Let G be the d.f. of t(O), G = 1 - G, u^ = sup{x: G(x) < l}, uO= inf{x: G(x) > 0} and 
suppose there is a constant X”E (0, CO] and strictly positive (and finite) functions 
w, F, and F2 such that 
F,(x) S lim inf 
G(u l txw(u)) 
utl? G(u) 
Slim sup 
G(u l txw(u)) 
4 F2(x) for 1x1 <x0. 
uylz G(u) 
(2.1) 
Here (2.1) holds for e.g., G in a domain of attraction of extremes, cf. [2]. 
Let q : [ -00, 6) + (0,~) be a nonincreasing function, let r(u) = 0 for u 2 6, r(u) = 
G(u)/q(u) for u < u^ and To(u) = sup,,[,, ;,T(u), and write 
p,(x, Y) = Pit(O) > x, 5(r)> v] and 4(x, v) = PA-x, Y) - G(x)G(y). 
Further, choose constants i, ?E [0, 11, write 
?P,,C= (LE q: sup $(s)<u^ for t>O and lim $(t)=S 
{ OS55-1 I-CO I 
and, given $ E qloC and a, r > 0, let SF ‘, ‘-) = 0, s(,~* ‘, ‘) = r and 
Condition k(q). Given constants h, F > 0, there is a constant ij E (u,, 6) and a 
nonincreasing function (T : [w++ IW+ with jr a(t) dt < ~0, such that 
A,(x,y)~~G(x)G(y)+a(t)G(x~y)q(xvy) for(t,x,y)E[h,co)~[zS,U^)~. 
Condition &q, i). We have lim sup,?; T”(u)/T(u) < 00. Further there is an h E 
(0, co) such that, given a > 0, there is a DE (0,~) satisfying 
(2.2) 
for r E [r,, 00) and r. = r$ E (0,~) sufficiently large, for each Cc, E q,,,=. 
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Condition &IV, q, i, i). There are S E (0, x0) and a > 0 such that 
lim sup G(u)-‘P 
I 
sup [(t)>u,~(iaq(u))~u-6w(u) <a. 
I 
(2.3) 
uti rt[O. aq(u)) 
Further there is a 6 E (0, x0) such that 
lim sup lim sup 5;(u)-‘P 
1 
inf [(t)~ u, [(iuq(u))> u+6w(u) =O. (2.4) 
alO utu^ rs[0, W(U)) I 
In order to formulate the main result define 
P”{S}=inf{P{B}: SG BES} and PO{S}=sup{P{B}: SI> BE 9} 
for S E 0 and let, for r 3 0, T, denote the family of sequences {7n}~zo satisfying 
r=70<T*<~~~<7,~oo. Further, given {T,,} E T,, $ E V and functions F, 
f:[-co,co]+[O,~~), write E(F,f,{~,};~) forthesum 
Theorem 1. Assume that Condifions A(q), &q, i), 6(w, q, ?, f) and (2.1) hold with 
lim,?; T(U) = 0. Then EC($) E 9 for each (CI E F and 
P{E,(I,!J)}=O @ X(I’, G,{T,}; +)<a for some (7,)~ To. (2.5) 
Further there is a constant A E [l, ~0) such that for each I,!J E !P we have 
P”{&(+; t)ls A id E(T, G, {7,J; IL) for t E [O, 00) (2.6) 
C~,,tt T,
and such that for each 4 E Vf,OC satisfying P{ E,( I,!I)} = 0 we have 
P,{E,($; t)> 2 A-’ inf z(C G, (7,); (CI) for t E [to, a) 
{r,,bK 
(2.7) 
for some suficiently large to = t$ E (0, co). 
Proof. ‘G=’ By (2.1) and (2.3), 3v, E (u,, fi) and a, A> 0 such that 
P 
I 
sup [(t)>u,&s^aq(u))su_6w(u) GAG(~) 
rt[o.aq(u)) I 
and G(u-~w(~))c~F,(-~)G(u) for UE[ZI,,&). Hence we have 
P sup &yt)>u 
~E[O, h)
sh+aq(u) 
Mu) 
G(u -Mu)) 
+P sup ~(t)>u,~(&zq(u))~u-6w(u) 
r~ro, aq(u)) 
~~(A+1)Fi(--6)(hr(u)+~(u)) for UE[U,,~) and h>O. 
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Since (by separability) P{su~,,[~, ,) ,$( r) > u^} =0 we readily conclude 
P ~B[hT(u)-tI;(u)] foruE[---cO,cc]andh>O, (23) 
where B=2ap’(A+ l)F,(-G)/G(v,). This yields (2.6) since (by (2.8)) 
P”{E,(rl,; r)lG p{ CT { sup 5(t) ’ inf (Cl(t) 
II=0 K,C~~~K,>+I K.=~<K.,+I 
G E.s(T, G, {K,}; 4,) for each {K,}E T,. (2.9) 
Further, by completeness, P{&(q)} = 0 if Z(r, G, (7,); $) < 00 for some (7,) E To, 
since then, by applying (2.9) to {KY} = {T,,+,,,} E TT,,I, 
‘+’ Take S E (0, x0) satisfying (2.4) and v2 E (u,, 6) such that G(u + 
Sw(u))/l;(u)~~F~(S)-2C for UE[V,, 6). Further let EE(O, C), let h>O satisfy 
(2.2), and take a > 0 and vj E [ v2, 6) with aq(-a) s $h and 
P 1 inf 5(t)~.,S(~~q(u))>u+6w(u) f~[O, a9(u)) I 
S EG(t4) for UE [v,, z?). (2.10) 
Further take cp E q,,, and r > 0 and let (s,, t,, &,) = ( s$~~~), ty3’Pzr), c$$‘~~‘). Taking 
&E [&I, %x+1) such that &Tsn+, and (cf. the definition of s,) aq(inf,,,.,,, $(~))a 
S;, -s,, we then get, for n 3 1, 
S n+, - s, = lim Sk - s, 9 lim aq 
( 
inf G(v) Gas(h), 
> 
(2.1 la) 
h-m 
Further s, + 00 as n + 00 since, if s, + s, < ~0, we have, by (2.1 l), 
n 
S 
k=l 
Letting I, indicate {w E 0: [(w; t,) > 4f, inf,,S,,., (,i+l ((w; v) > d,,}, where 42 = 
&+6w(+,), we obtain, by (2.10), (2.11) and since cp(t)+ u^, 
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for n 2 I and r large. Hence we get, by arguing as for 
P,{&((P; r)> 
[3, equation 2.191, 
(2.13) 
for r large. Here, given E>O, by Condition A(q), (2.10) and (2.11), 
Var 
+2 C G(+%J 5(t,)>4f, inf 
ISi, j%N i .S,~-u<S,+, 
s f G(4,) +2 c Pt,-t,w @,) 
n=, I<ic,%N, I,-l,<h 
+2 c a(t, - tt)[G(4i)q(4,,) + G(4j)q(4i)l 
lsi<;sN,t,~r,=h 
Further we have, again by (2.1 l), sj+l - sj s aq(-m) 4 ih for j 2 1, and we therefore 
readily obtain, using that sj s TV c Sj+l, 
OS t,-Si+l -$l<t,-si-$lGfj-ti, 
Oss,-ti-$h<s,+,-ti-ihat,-ti, 
for tj-ti?h and j>ial. 
In view of (2.11) and the fact that u decreases we thus get 
c g(tj - ti)aq(4i) 
{i: IGicjsN, t,-l,zh) 
00 
=s c ~(tj-~i-$h)(~,+,-~i)~ 
I 
a(t) dt= I_, 
{i: Isi<j,r,-r,zh} 0 
c m(tj- ti)aq(4j) 
{j: IGicjsN, I,--r,zh) 
s c w(.sj+, - ti -$h)(sj+, -.sj) s I,. 
{I: I%i<j, r,--r,Zh) 
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Adding things up it follows from (2.2) that, for rp E ?PjO, and r large, 
Var { .“, C Z, } s (1+2~+41,,ln)( ntI ~(4~)) 
+2(& + 4 n;, Gb$.))*. 
Suppose that P{EJ(p)} = 0. Then (2.12) and (2.13) easily yield 
(2.14) 
Hence, by (2.14), lim,,,Cz=r G(+,) =O. Further we have, by (2.11), 
f G(A) = (I+ a)-‘[~(C G {sJ; cp) - (rZY40) + G(+o))l. (2.15) 
n=, 
Combining the lower option in (2.13) with (2.14) we therefore readily obtain (2.7) 
from observing that, by (2.15), for r large, 
PO{ Ec( cp; r)} z= lim sup 
(X1 I;(&))* 
N+m 2C2 Var{C,N=, Z,] 
c:=P=, G(h) 
z4C2(1+2D+4Z~/a) 
Let (lr E !P and note that, since Z(u) + 0, 3$* E ?Pjoc with X(Z’, G, {n}; (cI*) < 00. 
Here P”{E,(+*)} = 0 (cf. above). Taking cp = $ A $* we thus get, using the easy fact 
that Z’,,{ E, u E,} G P”{ E,} + P,{ E2} for E, , E2 z 0, 
~,{Es((P)) = Z’,{Es(G*) u Et($)]< Z’,{Es($)]. (2.16) 
Since lim sup+ Z”( u)/T( u) < cc yields ET’(u) s r(u) for all u, for some E E (0, 11, 
we further have, using that Z” 3 Z and that G, Z” decreases, 
x(r, I;, {r,); cp) 2 EE(Z’, I;, {rJ; (D) 2 Ez(T, G, IT,,); rL). (2.17) 
Suppose cp g WI,, and take h, E > 0. Then, to each sufficiently large u, Y{T,,} E To 
such that 7, -T,,_, 3 h and (~(7,)s u for n > 1. Now we have (again using that c 
decreases) 
h C (T(Tj-Ti)Q 
mSi<jGN 
2 C (Tj-Tj_~)~(Tj-Ti)~~~o~~(t)dl. 
mGi=N j>i 
while, letting 2, indicate {w E 0: t(w; T,,) > u}, 
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Arguing as for [3, equation 2.191 we thus get, by (2.2) and (2.3), for u large, 
P,{E,(p)}z 1 -1im inf lim inf Var C Z, 
m+r*, N-a? I,,_“, * I/( *L @u))’ 
N 2a( rj - 7,) 
Sending EJO we conclude, by (2.16) and completeness, P{E,(4)} = 1. 
In order to prove the ‘*‘-part of (2.5) it is therefore sufficient to prove ‘+’ for 
+ E 9 such that 40 = $ A $* E !Zfloc. 
Suppose cp E p,Oc (where cp = 4 A +*), let (s,, 4,) = (s:~,~), 4F(P,r)) and assume 
that for each a > 0 we have E(Z’, I;, {s,}; I/I) = ~0 for a sequence of r’s {rk} with 
0 < rkToo: This is of course in particular the case if z(Z’, G, {r,,}; I/J) = 00 for each 
(7,)~ To (since s,,Tcc as above). 
Now, given E, E> 0, 3a > 0 such that (2.14) holds for r = rk large. Further (2.15) 
and (2.17) yield Cz=:=, G(&) = CO. Combining (2.14) with the upper option in (2.13) 
we therefore readily obtain PO{E,((p; r)} 3 1 - 2c2(s + I) for r = rk large. Sending 
k+ CO and e, ;JO, we conclude, by (2.16) and completeness, P{&($)} = 1. 0 
Remark. Estimates like (2.13) are basic for Borel-Cantelli type results under depen- 
dence, and origin in Paley and Zygmund [51] (see also [IS]). 
Now let Z(A) and dZ(A) denote the upper and direct upper Riemann integrals 
of a function A :[w++Iw+ (cf. e.g., [8] or [22]). 
Corollary 1. Assume that Conditions A(q), &q, f), 6(w, q, i, t^) and (2.1) hold 
with lirn,?; T(u)=O. Then dZ(T~$)<co+P{E,($)}=O and Z(Tot,b)=oo+ 
P{ E<( I/I)} = 1 for each I,!J E T. 
Proof. Take h > 0 and 7, = nh. Since G is right continuous and q decreases we 
readily get SUP,,,,,,,,~~ Jr(v)~r(inf,,,,,,,,+, (cl(u)). Hence P{EJrcI)l=O if 
dZ(T 0 $) < 00 since then, for some h > 0, 
x(C G {~,zn); Icr) 4 lf (h + d-a)) sup Z-O$(U)<M. 
n=O T,,=u<T,,+I 
Further Z(Z’o+)=co + P{E,($)}= 1 since, for (7,)~ T,,, (cf. (2.17)), 
(2.18) 
Corollary 2. Assume that (2.1) and Conditions A(q) and 6(, q, t, f) hold with 
lim us; q(u)>O. Then Fc(ICI)~ 9 f or each I,// E P and moreover P{E,($)} = 0 e 
dZ(Go +)<oo. 
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Proof. Let q = limutu^ q(u). Then Condition A(q) trivially yields Condition A($). 
Further we have, by (2.3) (and stationarity), since q s q(u), 
lim supI;(‘P 
1 
sup .$(t)>u, s(Gzq^)G~-6w(u) 
uy; rE[o, aQ, 1 
S lim sup G(u))‘P sup .$(t)>u, c$(~uq(u))~u-6w(u) 
utli { tt[iay(u)~ia~..iaq(u)) I 
+ lim sup G( u))‘P 
utli 1 
sup 5(t)>u, l$(O)SU-SW(U) 
t~[o,(l~~),~) 1 
G lim sup I;( u))‘P 
1 
sup [(t)>u, ~(&q(u))au-6w(u) 
UTli rt[o, .&ly(u)l I 
+ lim sup G( u))‘P sup 5(t)> u, [(&q(u))Su-SW(U) 
urii 1 rE[iaq(u),nq(u)) I 
G 2 lim sup G( u)-‘P sup [(t)>u, ~(s^aq(u))~u-6w(u) 
uy; rtco. ml(u)) 
(2.19) 
and so (2.3) holds with q(u) replaced by q. In an entirely similar way it is seen that 
also (2.4) holds with q(u) replaced by 4. Hence we may (and shall) assume that 
q > 0 is (a sufficiently small) constant. 
Taking h, a, r > 0, I/J E p,Oc and (t,, 4,) = ( tF’,r’, 4r.‘L,“), we have t,, = 
r+(n+i-1)uq for n ~1, so that #{j>i: t,-ti<h}ch/(uq) for (fixed) izl. It 
follows that Condition A(q, i) holds since, for N 3 1, 
Now, by Corollary 1, dZ(Go I/J)<CO + dZ(To I/J)<CO a P{E,($)}=O. 
Conversely, suppose dZ( G 0 I/J) = CO and let cp = 11, A+!J* (with $* as in the proof 
above). If cp E q,Oc, then P{E,( I/I)} = 1 as in the proof of Theorem 1, so suppose 
cp E q,oc. Further, given a > 0, consider s: 3 s~~“~’ where rk - kuq for k 2 1. Then 
sE=(k+n-l)uq for nzl, and hence we have 
Now, according to the proof of Theorem 1, z(Z’, G, ~(,n,‘~~~); $) = co for each q > 0 
and k 2 1 suffices for concluding P{E,( $)} = 1. 0 
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Remark. We easily get lim sup,,?; G( ~))‘P{sup,,~,~,, t(t) > u} < co under the 
hypothesis of Corollary 2, so the hypothesis is quite restrictive. 
We now give a simple sufficient criterion for Condition A to hold. 
Proposition 1. (i) Condition i(q, t^) holds for each in [0, l] if there are constants 
u’~(u,,G) andh>Oandafirnctiortf:[~,u^)~LF%+ + Iw+ with f(x, . ) nonincreasingfor 
x fixed, such that 
PI(x,x)sG(x)f(x, t) forxE[tT,U1) and t<h (2.20) 
and such that given u E [u”, 6) there are u = by < b!J < . . . < biT& satisfying 
f sup f(bp,alq(b,“))<co foreach a>O, 
I=1 ut[li, 6) 
(2.21) 
sup G(u)-’ i G(b:)lq(b:+,) <a. 
UF[li, u^) h=2 
(2.22) 
(ii) Condition &q, i) holds for each in (0,l) if there are constants GE (u,, u^) and 
h > 0, and a function f: [ 12, u^)’ x [We + [w+ with f (x, y, . ) nonincreasing for x, y fixed, 
such that 
P,(x,y)~G(x~y)f(xr\y,xvy,t) forx,yE[iI,U1) andt<h (2.23) 
and such that given u E [t7, 6) there are u = by < b,” <. ’ . < b,“Tu^ satisfying 
ff sup f(u, bi, aq(u)+alq(b~+,))<oo for each a>O. (2.24) 
k=l I=0 uc[J, t) 
Proof. (i) Let a, r > 0, $J E !P,,, and (t,, 4,) = ( t(,oii,r), 4?“,“). Further, given i, k 3 1, 
let ji{“’ E i and write j:‘,k) <j:‘,k) < . . . for the elements of {j > i: b;“! d 4j < b$+,}. 
Noting that (using (2.11)) 
t;+l -t;=t^aq(~,+,)+(l-i)aq(~j) forjz1, 
we then obtain, writing ?= 1 - f, 
t,\:;l/ - t,!a 2 t,i:;“; - tj:;“;_, 2 t*aq(4j!>::) 2 faq(btLl), 
tju.l.; - tj;,4 12 t;;,Lh,+, -t ;,,.“)> ?uq(4j;r,.+ Lzq(b$+,,), 
for n > 0. Hence t,!:;l;- t,!,~h~~$q(b$‘~+,), SO that, by (2.20), 
(2.25a) 
(2.25b) 
= M for r large. 
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Similarly estimating the distance between the i’s in (1 s i <j: b$ s c#+ < b$‘+,}, an 
easy modification of the above argument yields that also 
s M for r large. 
Hence (2.2) follows from noting that, by (2.21) and (2.22), M is finite. 
Further (2.20) and (2.21) easily combine to show [2, Condition B], and so [2, 
Theorem 2(b)] (which requires q(u) + 0 in it’s hypothesis, but this is obviously not 
needed) gives P{sup,,tO, h) t(t) > u} 2 AT(u) for all u, for some A E (0, CO). Clearly 
this inequality holds also when T(u) is replaced by r’(u), and hence it follows 
from (2.8) that 
lim sup r”( u)/T( u) s BA-‘( h + q( -a)) < 00. 
utii 
(ii) Adopting the notation of the proof of (i) above and observing that t,;l~l- ti 2 
hq(cf+), we get, by (2.23) and (2.25), 
s If ; SUP f(u, b:, h(u)+hlq(b;+,)) 
k=l I=0 ut[ti, li) 
= M( 2) for r large. 
Dealing similarly with & s 4i (cf. above), we readily get 
s M( ?) for r large, 
and hence, since i, r> 0 and, by (2.24), M(t) < 00 for t > 0, (2.2) holds. Further 
(2.23) + (2.24) a (2.20) + (2.21) + lim suputli T’(u)/T(u) < ~0. Cl 
It is a pleasure to acknowledge that the following slight but strict improvement 
of our previously suggested sufficient criteria (2.38) and (2.39) for Condition 6 
emerged from a suggestion of an anonymous referee. 
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Proposition 2. Assume that (2.1) holds with F,(-x) > 1 > F2(x) for x E (0, x0) and 
lim supX10 F,(x) = lim infXto F,(x) = 1. 
(i) lj” there are constants T&, p, e, C > 0, ii E (uO, u^) and d > 1 such that 
P{~(q(u)t)~u+~w(u),5(0j~u}~C~d~-’G(Uj (2.26) 
for 0 < tP < 77 < v,, and u E [II, ii), then we have, for each S > 0, 
lim sup lim sup 
1 
-P 
MoS.%“,, 5(tj 
~u,~(0)~u-6w(u) 
alO utli al;(u) 
lim sup lim sup 
1 
-P inf .$(t)S u, [(aq(u))Zu+-tw(u) 
40 +i aG(uj rG[o,a¶(u)l 
(2.28) 
and in particular Condition @w, q, 0, 1) holds. 
(ii) If there are constants 70, p, e, C > 0, u’ E (uo, fi) and d > 1 such that 
P{‘$(O)z u+qw(u), [(q(ujtj< u)c Ctd77-eG(Uj (2.29) 
for 0 < tP < 77 < q. and u E [G, G), then we have, for each S > 0, 
lim sup lim sup 
1 
-P 
utli G(u) 
sup ~(tj~u,[(aq(u))Gu-SW(U) 
aJ.0 rtro,oq(u)l 
(2.30) 
lim sup lim sup 
1 
-P inf [(~)su,[(~)~z.++~w(u) 
alO “tc al;(u) ItrO,adu)l 
and in particular Condition 6( w, q, 1,0) holds. 
(iii) If there are constants qo, p, e, C > 0, u’ E (uo, u^) and d > 1 such that (2.26) 
and (2.29) hold for O< tP < 77 < 7. and u E [ii, u^), then Condition d(w, q, i, t*) holds 
for all $, iE [0, 11. 
Proof. (ij Let 0 < y SZZX~ and take (YE(O,X~) and u^~(u,,&) with 
5;(u) G(u+aw(u)) 
au -VW(u)) ~F,(-y)-“*<F,(a)2~ - G(u) for u E [ 6, I?). 
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Taking~E(~,,)withu-cYw(u),u-zw(u)~~foru~[~,,),wethenget 
G(u) G(u-xw(u)+aw(u--w(u))) 
G(u -xw(u)) 
s F,(-y)p2< F,(a)2s - 
G(u -xw(u)) 
for u E [fi, 6) and x E [Y, z], which yields xw( u) > aw(u - xw( u)): Thus, given 0 <Y d 
z < x0, there are & E ( uO, i?) and rn.l.,z E (0, l] such that 
w(u)>~,,,,w(u--w(u)) for UE[&, 6) and ysxsz. (2.32) 
Take E E (0, Q, A x,) and & = mC,F. Let S = {sk}~=, be a separator for 
{5(t)) ft[O,udu)l, S(n) = {s, , . . . , s,}, D the dyadic numbers in (0,l) and D, = D u (0). 
Further, given integers nakzl, take yicD,aq(u) with OGS~-_Y:G 
($rii.s)“pq(u)/n andlet Y(n)={yr,. . . ,Y~}.Then[(s,-y~)/q(u)]P<$fi~<r]o,and 
thus we get, by separability and (2.26), 
P sup [(t)>u-$&W(U) sup [(t)zu-&W(U) 
I~[o.‘v(u)l rtD,w(u) 
G lim sup P SUP c$(t)>U-;EW(U) 
n+cr ,t[%Mu)l I 
- f SUP t(t)> U-_tEW(U) 
L,tSln) 
+ lim sup P 
11 
sup 5(r)> u-&w(u) 
I 1 
n sup ~(t)<u-EW(U) 
n+a^l rtS(n) ft Y(n) 
I n 
G O+Lim sup P u {[(Sk) > u -$~w(u), t(yi) < U - EW(U)) 
n-m k-, 
slim sup i P{,$(Q)>u--~w(u)+$&iw(u--w(u)), 
n-cc k=l 
5(YZ) < u - &W(U)1 
G lim sup i C($K~E)“‘~-‘G( u - ew(u))Kd = 0 
*-a3 k=l 
for u-~w(u)~Cvt?~,,. (3.33) 
Taking E =$S we easily conclude that (2.27) holds if, for 6 small enough, 
lim sup lim sup &P sup .$(r)au-fsw(u),~(O)~u-SW(U) 
alO UTii _ tEDaq(u) 
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Now take E E (0, p) with ec < d - 1 and let A,, =$(2’ - 1)2~“‘6w(u). Clearly, given 
t E 0, there are integers N 2 1 and b, E (0, l} such that 
S(aq(u)t) = 5(O)+ $ 
n=, 
, )I 
where b, = 0. Noting that I:=_, A, =$Sw(u), it is therefore clear that if 
wEE,~{wEn:~(w;aq(u)r)~u-~6w(u),~(w;0)~~-~w(u)}, 
then there exists a maximal integer n E (1,. . . , N} such that [(c,) - 5(c,-,)z A,, 
where c,? = uq(u) Cz=, 2mkbk. This readily yields 
5(c,)=5(aq(u)r)-k=~+~ [6(ck)-t(ck&1)1 
~u-+tiw(u)- ; hk>A,, 
k=n+l 
where A,,- u-~w(u)+~~=, hk(&=u-SW(~)). Hence we get 
E, c_ E: = 6 {5(c,) - ((G-I) 2 A,, 5(c,) > A,, 5(O) c u -SW(~)}. 
n=, 
Now take w E E: and consider the minimal n E { 1, . . . , N} for which [(cn) - [(c+,) 2 
A,,, [(c,) > A, and t(O) s 1.4 - 6w( u). Picking the largest k E (0, . . . , n - l} having 
[(ck) G & we then obtain 
n-l “-1 
t(C,-,) = ‘t(Ck)+ ,=;+, [t(G) - t(G,)l s Ak + 1 A, 5 Am, > 
I=k+l 
and adding things up we therefore deduce that 
5~ E:E c {5(cn)=--A,, 5(~-1)~A,-,). 
n=, 
(2.35) 
Writing s”- $(2’ - 1)m fi,2,fi8 and forming the union over all possible sequences 
{bk} we conclude, by (2.26), (2.32) and (2.35), 
=z f, C2”(2-““6”)~‘(u2~“)dG( U - 6w( U)) 
for u -SW(U) 2 zj v z&,~,~ and a small. Hence (2.34) holds for 6 E (0, x,,). 
One proves (2.28) similarly: Arguing as for (2.32) we get, under the conditions 
on F2, that given 0 < y s z < x0, 36 ,,,= > u,, and &I~,, > 0 such that 
w(~)~&,,w(~+xw(u)) for UE[&, u^) and y~x~z. (2.36) 
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Taking II2 = D u { 1) and approximating each sk E S(n) from the right with a suitable 
z; E D,aq(u) one obtains, using (2.26) and (2.36), 
P 11 inf .$(t)<u+@w(u) - I 1 inf [(t)~u+$w(u) =0 f~ro.a¶(u)l f~h=7(u) II 
(cf. (2.33)). Hence it is sufficient to prove that, for 6 small enough, 
as a&O. Taking A, = u + SW(U) -CE=, hk (with A, as above), the arguments for (2.35) 
carry over to show that the limit in (2.37) is less than 
lim sup “tci $-J 
1 fi ij {5(aq(u)[L -2~“Jw41, n=l k=l 
S(cl(u)[l-2-“(k- l),) 2 &-II} 
and using (2.26) and (2.36) it now readily follows that (2.37) holds. 
(ii) Clearly (2.29) implies that (2.26) holds for the process t(t) = &( 1 - t), t E 
[0, 11, and so (i) yields that (2.27) and (2.28) hold for g(t), which in turn implies 
that (2.30) and (2.31) hold for t(t). 
(iii) Arguing as in (2.19) this follows from combining (i) and (ii). 0 
Remark. The conclusion (2.27) is exactly what one needs in extremal theory, and 
the condition (2.26) should be used instead of [2, equation 2.231. 
Remark. The class of d.f.‘s G belonging to a domain of attraction of extremes form 
a rich class of d.f.‘s satisfying (2.1) with Fr and F2 as in Proposition 2 but for which 
less is known about w, so it seems natural to impose restrictions on F, and F2 rather 
than require (2.32) and (2.36). 
Clearly, if there are vo, p, e, C > 0, ii E ( uo, u^) and d > 1 such that 
P{S(q(n)t) -5(O) > V(U), 5(O) s u, S(s(n)t) > n) 
zz ct%-‘G(U) 
for 0 < tP < 77 < v. and u E [ zI, u^), then (2.26) holds. Similarly, if 
(2.38) 
P{5(0) - 5(4(u)t) > w(u), S(s(u)t)G u, 5(O) > ul 
c Ctdq-‘G(14) (2.39) 
for 0 < tP < r] < v. and u E [ 2?, u^), then (2.29) holds. 
We do not have a systematic method for verifying Condition A, but the integral 
trick of Berman [lo] and Slepian [62] (see also [42]) used in Section 4 may work 
also elsewhere. This trick is also crucial when proving Lemma below and can be 
used to prove Condition A in Section 5. 
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3. Rayleigh processes 
Let Iw(f)l=[C:=, Wi(t)2]1’2 where {w~(~)},~O,. . , {~,(t)},,~ are independent R- 
valued separable strictly stationary processes whose two-dimensional distributions 
are standard Gaussian with covariance functions r,, . . . , r,, such that, for some 
cr E (0,21, 
O<liminft~*(l-r,(t))~1imsupt-“(1-r,(t))<a, i=l,...,n. (3.1) 
(JO tl0 
Also let CD be the standard Gaussian d.f., @- 1- @, h”(a)= Ai(co)=O, A”(u)= 
(1 v u)“-‘g(u) and A”,(u)=(l v u)““A”(u) f or u E [-co, a), e”(u) = [l A (0 v u)]“, 
Ot(u)=[l A(OV u)]~-*‘~ and r(t)=suprzr V:=, Iri(s)l. 
Remark. We do not know if there exist non-Gaussian processes w,(t), . . . , an(t) 
satisfying the above assumptions. 
To proceed we need a lemma whose proof, given in [l], consists of an easy 
adaption of an argument by Sharpe [60]: 
Lemma. There exists a K, E (0, 00) such that, for x, y > 0 and r(t) < 1, 
Theorem 2. (i) Assume that lim ,_m ri( t) log(t) = 0 for i = 1, . . . , n. Then Elwl($) E 93 
for +E 9 and P{Q($)}=O iflJX(Az,A”,{7k}; qV)<~~for some {T~}E To_ Further 
dZ(A~~~)<CO~P{E~w~(~)}=Oandl(A~~~)=co~P{E~,~(~)}=1. 
(ii) Assume that y = n -2/a > 0 and 5,” r( t)y’2 dt < 00. Then Q($) E %for $ E T 
and P{F,l($)}=O zfT _IY(OZ, e”,{Tk}; $)<cD for some {T~}E To. Further 
dI(@~o$)<~ + P{F,l($)}=O and I(@~0 $)=a* P{q,l($)}=l. 
Proof. (i) Since t(t) = (o( t)( ( e ementary) 1 has A-‘A”(u) G G(u) s AA”(u) for all 
U, for some A E [l, co), it suffices to verify that Theorem 1 applies to t(t) with 
q(u) = (1 v ~4)~‘~. (Note that l(t) is separable since, by stochastic continuity, every 
dense is a separator for q(t).) 
First note that (2.1) holds for w(u) = u-’ with F,(x) = F2(x) = eC. 
Now take h, E > 0 and BE (0, co) such that G(u) 2 Bun-* exp{ -$u’} for u 2 1. By 
the lemma we then get, for x, y 2 1, t z h and (x*+y*)r( t) G e, 
A,(~,y)~K,(l-r(h))~“‘~(xy)~~‘r(t)exp{-~(l-r(t))(x~+y~)} 
G~B-*K,E exp{$}{l- r(h))-““G(x)G(y), 
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where r(h) < 1 since else some ri is periodic. Further we have, for x, y 2 1, t Z= h 
and (x’+y’)r(t)> F, by the lemma and since xp epcxs (p/C)“, 
d,(x y)’ Kbr.Y)n-2(x”YYexp _(l-rW)(x2+Y2) 
9 . 
(1 - r(h))“” 4(1+ r(t)) 
exp{ -3(x A Y)‘] 
s 
K,(8n + 16/(~)“‘~+“~ &(I -r(h)) 
B(l_r(h))“+ll” 16r( t) I 
G(XAY)dX”.Y). 
The fact that Condition A(q) holds now readily follows noting that 
e-D”“’ dt < oc for DE (0, CO). 
Take E, h” > 0 such that E-It” G 1 - r,(t) s Et” c 1 for t E (0, h*] and i = 1,. . . , n, 
and define W(S, t)ER” by (w(s, t))i=q(s)-ri(t-s)wi(t). For It--slch* we then 
have Var{(w(s, t)),}a2Elt-sl” and 
Since w(t) and w(s, t) are independent we conclude 
P,(x, Y) s P{lxO) > x, 5(t) > Y, 5(O) G 5(t)) 
+ fYiT(O) > x, 5(t) > Y, ((0) 2 5(t)) 
sP{lw(t,O)I> Ep’t”y, ~(O)>x}+P{~w(O, t)l> E’t”x, t(t)>y} 
~2~&‘((2E~n)~“~t”” y)G(x)+2ncD((2E3n)-“2t”‘2x)G(y) 
for t G h*. Thus it is easily seen that 3h E (0, h*] such that 
P,(x,y)s4ncJ((2E3n)p”2t”‘2(xvy))G(x~y) for tsh and x,y*u”=l. 
“2t”‘2y) and since Hence, taking bt;‘- kU’2u and f(x, y, t) = 4ng((2E3n) 
fixc$(x) S eeX212, (2.23) holds with the sum (2.24) bounded by 
k=l I=0 
Thus Proposition l(ii) yields that Condition i(q, 4) holds. 
Further, since by [2, Section 41 (2.38) holds, and since by symmetry (2.38) * 
(2.39), Proposition 2(iii) yields Condition 6(+v, q, 4, i). 
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(ii) Since l(t) = [w( t)l-’ has (;(u) - Au-” as uTu* = co, for some A E (0, co), it is 
readily seen that it suffices to prove that Theorem 1 applies to l(t) with q(u) = 
2/n (lvu) . 
Here (2.1) holds for w(u)= u with F,(x) = F,(x) = (1 +x>-“. 
Now [2, the arguments of Section 31 show that 3 BE (0, ~0) such that 
P,(x,y)GB(xvy))“(l A t)- “““C(xr,y) for t>O and x,ysl, (3.2) 
and hence, given h, E > 0, we get, for xyr( t) > 8, t z= h and x, y 2 1, 
A,(x, y)s P,(x,y)s B(l A h)-““‘2(r(t)/E)y’2@XA y)q(xvy). 
Further, since G(u) 2 Cum” for u 2 1, for some C E (0, a), the lemma yields 
(1- r(h))““A,(x, y)s K,r(t)(xy)~‘“-“s C-2K,~G(x)G(y) 
for xyr( t) d F, t z= h and x, y 2 1, and so Condition A(q) holds. 
Taking /? > y-r, b,” = k%, f (x, y, t) = Byp’Yna” and h = ii = 1, Proposition l(ii) 
yields Condition A(q,i), since then, by (3.2), (2.23) holds with the sum (2.24) 
bounded by 
2”OB 2+B 
k=l /=Oa 
nu/2(k2p/a + ,)““/2s anm/2k”@ 
Further [2, Section 31 yields (2.38), so that, by symmetry, (2.39) and, by Proposition 
2(iii), Condition Gj( w, q, 4, $) holds. q 
In the case n = 1 versions of Theorem 2(i) for I/I increasing were givnn in [37], 
[52], [53], [56]-[59], [66] and [67]: Their results are integraltests (i.e., uses the ‘test 
quantity’ 5: At 0 r/~(t) dt),which is explained by that dl(Ai 0 I,!J) = I(nL 0 @) = 
f: AL 0 (L(t) dt for rC, increasing. See [3] for more detailed historical remarks and 
for an extension to general $‘s. 
Pickands [53,54] and also [66] first used (3.1). The requirement vi(t) log(t)+0 
was used to study maxima of sequences by Berman [lo], maxima of processes in 
[9] and [55] and LIL by Pathak and Qualls [52]. 
Aronowich and Adler [6] used the Lemma (as given in [60]) to study low-level 
extremes of x2 processes when (Y = 2. (There seems to be an error in (the lemma 1 
part of) their Theorem 4.1 and their condition r( t)tP + 0 for some /3 > 0 is too weak.) 
Extremes when (Y (2 were studied in [2]. 
Following Sharpe [60], different aspects of x2 and Rayleigh processes have been 
studied in e.g., [l], [2], [4]-[7], [ll], [12], [41] and [44]-[47]. 
4. Stable processes 
Let {X(t)},,, be [W-valued right-continuous with stationary independent increments 
and X(t) = ,t”“Z for t 2 0, where 
E{exp(itZ)} = exp{-jt)“[ 1 - ip sign(t) tan&cu)]} 
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with (a,P)~((o, l)u(L2))x(-L 11 or (~,/3)=(1,0). Further write Ja(t)= 
e -r’a $(e’) and Ga(t) =e”= $(e-‘) for (cry ?P. 
Theorem 3. (i) We have Ex($)~Y? for $E ?P and P{E,($)}=O ti 
dZ((1 v &Ja)<~. 
_ 
(ii) Let Ps$>O. Then lim s~p,+~X(t)/$(t)=O as. when dZ((lv$,))“)<~ 
while lim SUP~,~ X(t)/+(t) =m U.S. when dZ((1 v Ga))-) =CO. 
(iii) 8,(~)~~forcC,~W.andP{~,(~)}=O~dZ((lv~,)~”)<co. 
(iv) Let P 3$>0. Then lim sup,l,X(t)/cC,(t)=O a.s. when dZ((1 v $a)-a)<m 
while lim sup,l,, X( t)/$( t) = co as. when dZ((1 v je)-*) =a. 
Proof. (i) Since t(t) = eC”” X(e’), t E R, is stationary (check the ch.f. or see [16]) 
with E,(Ga) = Ex($) and (cf. e.g., [32], [48] or [61]) 
G(u)-AuP as utu^=~, for some AE(O,~), (4.1) 
it suffices to show that Corollary 2 applies to {t( t)},ao with q = 1. 
Obviously (4.1) yields that (2.1) holds for w(u) = u. 
Now, writing f for the density of Z and V, = (e’ - l))“a, we easily get 
f(u)S(z) du dz. (4.2) 
Here ~,zs$y for zsi[(e” - l)/v,]“(“+“y and t > h > 0, while 
G(u) s BUP and f(u)<&-(LY+~) for u>O, 
for some BE[l,oO) 
(cf. e.g., [32], [48] or [61]). Thus Condition A(q) holds since, by (4.2), 
4(x, Y) = f(v).!-(z) dv dz 
[(eh~l)/“,l’/(u+‘)y/2 y 
0 I 
f(v)f(z) du dz+ G 
te” _ l)llb+Uy 
=z I Y-“,z 2vll(a+l) , > 
I 
[(I?-1)/Y I’/(-+‘$/2 2a&,‘d(a+1) 
=s 
0 
&z(2/y)“+‘f(z) dz+(eh _ ,)&+I+,” 
< yBvy/(n+l)[(eh _ l)l/b+l) + te” _ l)-al(a+‘)]y-u 
~22”B2eh[(eh-l)“(e’-l)]P”‘“f”G(xr\y) forx,yslandtah. 
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To verify Condition 6(w, q, 0,l) we note that, by [68] (see also [13]), 
P{suPo=sGr X(s) > u} - P{X( t) > u} as u + co, and hence, by (4.1), 
P 
I 
sup [(t)>u,[(O)Gu GP sup X(t)>u -P{e”“Z>u}-cl;(u) 
ort<1 I 1 0<r=e > 
as u + CO, so (2.3) holds. Further (2.4) holds since taking T, - inf{t E [l, a): X(t) s 
ea’aU} we get, by the strong Markov property (cf. [17]), 
P 
1 
inf [(t)~~,~(a)>(l+s)u 
orr<a I 
<P{ T, se”, X(ea) -X( Tu) 3 ea’a 6~) 
sup L1 [X(t)-X(Tu)I>6u 
T,,=rST,,+e -1 
-s-m(e”-l)l;(u) as u+oo. 
(ii) Obviously we have, for arbitrary c 2 1, 
c-~ dl([l v (&a/c)]-“)<dl((l v $=a)-“)s ca dl([l v (c&J-“), 
and hence (i) yields lim SUP,,~ X( t)/$( t) G c-’ a.s. when dl((1 v I,!,)--) <a while 
lim ~up,+~ X( t)/$( t) 2 c as. when dl((l v Ga)-“) = ~0. 
(iii) Since e(t) = e”” X(e-‘), t z 0, is stationary with E,(j,) = B,(Q) and G as 
in (i), it suffices show that Conditions A(q), @NJ, q, 1,0) and (2.1) hold for c(t) 
with q = 1: This follows from the proof of (i) since, writing g(t) = ep’la X(e’) for 
t c 0, t(t) and <(-t) have common fidi’s. 
(iv) This follows from (iii) in the same way as (ii) followed from (i). 0 
Remark. The non-strictly stable case cy = 1, p E (-1,O) u (0, l] can also be analyzed 
using our method, but has been excluded for simplicity. 
For I,!J’s with $a increasing (or $a decreasing) Theorem 3 reduces to integral tests 
given by Khinchin [35,36]. Fristedt [26] studied more general L&y processes. See 
[28], [48] and [65] for additional rreferences. 
5. Selfsimilar processes 
In this section we show that Theorem 1 can be applied to a class of selfsimilar 
processes whose one-dimensional d.f.‘s have exponential tails and whose increments 
have a certain sub-L&y property. Examples of application are given in Sections 6, 
8 and 9. 
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Theorem 4. Let {X(t)},,, be an [W-valued separable stochastic process and assume 
that there is a constant (Y > 1 such that 
t(t) = em”” X(e’), t 3 0, is stationary. (5.1) 
Further assume that there is an R-valued process { Y(s, t)}F,,aO such that 
Y(s, t) is independent of X(s) for t 2 s 2 0, (5.2) 
X(t)-X(s)< Y(s, t)=DX(t-s) for tSsS0, (5.3) 
and that there are constants A > 0, p E R and c > 0 such that 
G(u)=P{[(O)>u}-AuP exp{-cuY} as u+m, (5.4) 
where y = (1 -l/a)-‘. Then Conditions A(q), @q, l), 6(w, q, 0, 1) and (2.1) hold 
for t(t) when q(u) = (1 v u))’ and w(u) = u’~‘. 
Proof. Obviously (2.1) holds with F,(x) = F*(x) = exp{-cyx}. 
To prove Condition A(q) we take h, E > 0 and note that, by (5.1)-(5.3), 
P{5(0) > x, 5(t) > y, e”2a 5(r) 2 E(O)] 
= P{X( 1) > x, ee”” X(e’) > y, e--“2a X(e’) 3 X(l)} 
S P{X( 1) > x, em”” [X(e’)-X(l)]>(l-e-“‘*)y> 
GP{X(l)>x,e-“” Y(l,e’)>(l-eP”*“)y} 
= I;(x)P{e-“” X(e’ - 1) > (1 - em”‘“)y} 
= G(x)G((l -e-‘))‘le(l -e-‘lZU)y). (5.5) 
Nowtake6=~(&)>OsuchthatF,(-26)~1+&andu,E[l,co)suchthat(cf.(2.1)) 
G(~-~w(u))sF,(-~~)G(u) for UE[U~,W). Then we have 
G((l-e-“*“)y)SC(y-Sw(y))S(l+~)G(y) (5.6) 
for e -‘lZa s 6q(y) and y E [ ug, 00). Further, by (5.4), 3 B > 0 such that G(u) s Bue2? 
for u > 0, and hence we have 
G(x)G((l -eP”20)y)< Bl;(x)(l -e-“2a)P2yq(y)2 
=S B(1 -ePh’2a)-2y8~’ e-1’2a G(x)q(y) (5.7) 
for e Pr’2a 2 6q(y), t 2 h and y E [u,, 00). Now note the easy fact that 
G(x)q(y)<CG(xAy)q(xvy) where C=supT”(u)/T(u)<~. (5.8) 
U<li 
Combining (5.5)-(5.8), we conclude that, for t 3 h and x, y E [Q(~‘, a), 
P{5(0) > x, 5(t) > y, et’*O 5(t) 3 5(O)] - G(x)G(y) 
~~~(x)l;(y)+BC(l-e~~‘~~)~*~6(~)~’e~”~~~(xAy)q(xVy). (5.9) 
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Now observe that 3u,, E [ 1,~)) and f(h) > 0 such that 
sup eprr’2cr exp{-c(ez”4a - l)y(xy)y’2) 
z=, 
= e@“za exp{-c(e’14a - l)‘(xy)‘l’} 
G ep”2u exp{-f(h) ey”4”(xy)y’2) 
for t 3 h and x, YE [u,,, co). Further, by (5.4), 306 [l, ~0) such that 
Dp*up exp{-cuY}S G(u) G Dup exp{-cuY} for u E [l, a). (5.10) 
Since (~+y)~~x”+y~ for x,y~-0 we get, by (5.10), for za-1, 
Pit(O) > x, 5(r) > Y, er’2a 5(f) s 5(O)> 
G P{X(l) > x v (e”2a y)} 
D ep”2u 
== D epzt/2a 
1 
yp exp{-c[y + (e”‘” - l)yly} for y er120 3 x 
yp exp{-c[y+ (ezr’2a - l)y]‘} for y ezr’2a = x 
D epr’2a yp 
=z D ePzr/20 
1 
exp{-c[y+(e”4”-l)+]y} for y et/‘” 3 x 
yp exp{-c[y+ (ez”4a - l)fi]‘} for y ezr’2a = x 
S D2G(y) sup ePz”2a exp{-c(ez”4a - l)‘(xy)y’2j 
za, 
G D2G(y) ep”2a exp{-f(h) ey”4a (xy)“‘} (5.11) 
for t 2 h and x, y E [u,,, co). Noting that xp emx S (p/e)” for x, p 3 0, and taking 
p = 1 + [l v (2p/r)], we thus obtain, for t 3 h and x, y E [u,, co), 
P{5(O)>x, 5(t)>v, et’2n 5(t) d 5(O)] 
s D’(P/e)Pf(h))P e-Y”4a (xy))YG(y) 
s D2( p/e)“f( /r-p e-y”4u G(x A y)q(x v y). (5.12) 
Combining (5.9) and (5.12) we conclude that Condition A(q) holds. To prove 
Condition A(q, 1) we note that, by (5.5), 3h > 0 such that 
P{~(O)~x,~(t)~~,e”~“~(t)~~(0)}~~((4a)~~t”~x)~(x) 
for r~ (0, h) and x>O. Further we have, by (5.10) and (5.11), 
Pit(O) > x, 5(t) > x, er’2cr 5(t) c 5(O)) 
< D ea’/2e xP exp{-c eY’/Za xY} 
< D[ 1 v eph’2a lx” exp{-c[ 1 + ( y/2a)t]xY} 
S II’ eJpJh’2U exp{-(cy/2a)txY}G(x) 
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for t~(O,h) and x~[l,~). Taking 6~1, bi=ku and 
f(x, t) E 02 elPlh/2a exp{-(cy/2a)txY}+~((4cz)1t1’Yx) 
it follows that (2.20) holds. Further (2.21) holds since 
,f, y f(b;‘, dq(b,")) = f II2 e’Plh”” 
I=1 
exp{-$$)+G(q)] 
is finite for each a > 0. Finally (2.22) holds since, by (.5.10), 
sup : 
us, k=2 G(u)q(b:+,) 
<sup f D2kP(k+ l)‘u’ exp{-c(kY-l)u’} 
UZ=I k=2 
G(bi3 
k!2 (k+ l)‘P’+Yexp{-c(kY -2)) 
which clearly is finite. Thus Proposition l(i) yields Condition A(q, 1). 
To prove Condition 6(, q, 0,l) we observe the easy fact that 
u-(k+l)w(u)s$>l and (u-(k+l)w(u))YauY-y(k+l) 
for O<ks[u] and ~22~4 “(yp1). Taking tO~ (0,4-“1 with (e’- l)1’m < 2t”a and 
tP”a ~2”+ t-y’2” for t E [0, to] we thus get (by (5.1)-(5.3)) 
P{S(q(u)t) a u + 77w(u), 5(O) s u> 
G y P{X( e”‘““)>u+~~(u),u-(k+l)w(u)<X(l)<u--w(u)} 
k=O 
+P{X(e4’““) -X( 1) > uw( u)} 
< y P{ Y(l, eq(u)’ )>(~+k)w(u)]G(u-(k+l)w(u)) 
k=O 
+P{(eq’U”-l)“~X(l)> uw(u)} 
G y [DP{2u-“‘“t”*X(l)>(~+k)w(u)}(u-(k+l)w(u))” 
k=O 
xexp{-c(u-(k+l)w(u))“}] 
+ P(2u~Y’” t”“X( 1) > uw( u)} 
< ;zo 21P1DC(;tC’i”( 7 + k)) up exp{-cu”} exp{cy(k + 1)) 
+DtCP’“(u/2)P exp{-2-Yct~Y’auY} 
s f 4’P’D3ecYt-P’a(~+ k)p exp{-2-YctCY’“(~+ k)Y}exp{cyk}G(u) 
k=O 
+2’PlD2t~P’n exp{-2~yct-y’2auY}G(u) 
S kto 4-IpiLI 3 e”(v+k) exp{c[yk-(2k)Y]}t~P’Y 
X exp{ -2-‘ctC”‘“}~( u) 
+21P’D2tCP’” exp{-ct-“““}c(u) 
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for u 2 2 v 4”(y-‘) and 0 < t”2U < 17 < t;““. Hence it is evident that (2.26) holds and 
so Proposition 2(i) yields Condition 6(w, 4, 0, 1). q 
6. The Brownian motion 
As did Kuelbs [39] we consider Brownian motion with values in Hilbert space. 
Let (H,(.I.), 11.11) b e a real separable Hilbert space and Z a zero-mean H-valued 
Gaussian r.v. (i.e., (x\Z) is zero-mean Gaussian for x E H) with E{ ]]Z\\‘} < ~0. 
Further let R be the covariance operator of Z (i.e., the map R: H + H satisfying 
(Rx Iv) = R{(x ~Z>(Y 1 Z)l for x, Y E W. 
R-Brownian motion {W(t)},,, is a separable zero-mean Gaussian process in H 
with stationary independent increments and W(t) = Dt”2Z for t 2 0: Given R such 
a process always exists, cf. e.g., [29], [30] or [38]. 
Now write J(t) = eC”’ $(e’) for Cc, E q and define A”, Al, 0” and 0: as in 
Section 3. 
Corollary 3. Let {W(t)},,, be R-Brownian motion and suppose that R has largest 
eigenvafue 1 of multiplicity n. Then E,( w,,(4) E ?!I for q!r E P and P{Ell wli( (lr)} = 0 ifs 
~(A~,h”,{~~};~)<~forsome{~~}~T~.FurtherdZ(A~~~)~~~P{E~~~~~(~)}= 
0 andZ(A~~~)=~~P{EiIwll(+)}=l. 
Proof. Let X(t)= \I W(t)]\ and w(t) = eel” W(e’) for t >O. Further let pr,, be the 
cross-covariance operators for o(t), i.e., Pi,, : H + H satisfies ( ps,,x 1~) = 
E{(x] w(s))(y ) w( t))}. Then an easy calculation yields ps,f = em”-s”2 R, and hence 
w(t) and [(t)=em”’ X(e’)=Ilw(t)llarestationary.TakingY(s,t)~)(W(t)-W(s)ll 
it is also clear that (5.2) and (5.3) hold. Moreover, by [31] or [69], 3A E (0, ~0) such 
that 
P{JIZI( > u}-AA”(u)-A(~~)~“~u~~~~~~{-~~~} as u+co, (6.1) 
so that (5.4) holds with y=(l -l/n))‘. Thus, by Theorem 4, Conditions A(q), 
.&(q, l), @w, q,O, 1) and (2.1) hold for t(t) when q(u)= (1 v u)~‘. Since EIlwli(+)= 
E,(G) the corollary now follows from Theorem 1. 0 
Remark. The only part of the proof of Corollary 3 which does not carry over to 
Banach space (valued Brownian motion) is the proof of (.5.4), since (6.1) does not 
hold in general Banach space. But if one assumes that there are constants A, c > 0 
and pa0 such that P{llZ/l>u}-Au”e( ) u as u + ~0, then Corollary 3 holds also 
in Banach space (the easy details are omitted). Kuelbs [39] and Linde [43$] gave 
examples of non-Hilbertian Z’s satisfying this requirement. 
Corollary 4. Let { W( t)},zo be separable standard Brownian motion in [w” and n 2 3. 
Then ~,I(+)E% for JIE?P and P{~,l($)}=O if z(O;l, #‘,{T~}; $)<a for 
some {Q}ET,,. Further dZ(@;oJ)<co+ P{Fi,~($)}=O and Z(@~O~)=OO+ 
p{Fiwl(rcI)) = 1. 
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Proof. Since w(t) = eF”’ W(e’), t 2 0, is stationary with ri( t) = e-l”‘* and Fi,i( (cr) = 
IQ($), the result follows from Theorem 2(ii) with CI = 1. 0 
Remark. Using that { W(t)},,” and {t W( l/ t)},;” have common fidi’s it is easy (and 
well-known how) to, via simple transformations, apply Corollaries 3 and 4 to fi,, wII 
and ewl, respectively. This trick also transform (2.6) and (2.7) to first passage 
probability estimates. 
For $‘s with (L” increasing Corollaries 3 (with H = R”) and 4 reduce to Chung- 
Dvoretsky-Erdos-Kolmogorov-Petrovski-Sirao’s integraltests (see [14], [33], [37] 
and [50] for historical remarks). Motoo [49] gave a test for more general diffusions. 
The Hilbert space extension is due to Kuelbs [39] (see also [38] and [40]). Spitzer 
[63] studied ~,I(I,!I) for n = 2 (still for 6 increasing). We have not been able to 
include n = 2 in Corollary 4. 
7. Selfsimilar processes II 
In this section we study nonincreasing selfsimilar processes. Applications are given 
in Sections 8 and 9. 
Theorem 5. Let Let {X(t)},__,, be an R-valued separable stochastic process and assume 
that t(t) - e-“” X(e’), t 2 0, is stationary for some constant a > 0 and that there are 
constants A, c, y > 0 and /3 E F% such that 
I;(u)=P{t(O)> a}-AlulP exp{-clul-Y} as u?O. (7.1) 
(i) Zf y=(l+ y)c~ and if there is an [W-valued process {Y(s, t)},,,=” such that (5.2) 
and (5.3) hold, then Conditions A(q), A(q, l), @w, q, 0, 1) and (2.1) holdfor c(t) 
when q(u)-I(-l)v(Or\u)Iy and w(u)-lul’+‘. 
(ii) If y = a and if there is an R-valued process { Y(s, t)}F,,~,I such that 
X(t)SX(s)S Y(r,s)=,X(s-r) for ta.sarSO (7.2) 
and such that (5.2) holds, then Conditions A(q), A(q, l), e(w, q, 0, 1) and (2.1) hold 
for t(t) when q(u)=((-l)v(Or\ u)I” and w(u)=lul’+‘. 
Proof. Obviously (2.1) holds with F,(x) = F2(x) = exp{-cyx}. 
To prove Condition A(q) we take h, F > 0. Further we note that X(e’)< Y( 1, e’) 
in both case (i) and case (ii). Using (5.1), (5.2) and the fact that Y(s, t) = [,X( t - s) 
is thus follows that 
P,(x,y)~P{X(l)>x,e~“” Y(l,e’)>y} 
G C;(x)G((l -e-r))“ny). (7.3) 
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Clearly 3f( h) > 0 having (1 - ee’)-‘ln ~l+f(h)e~’ for tzh. Taking 6=6(&)>0 
and u,E[--1,O) such that F,(-26)~ l+~ and (cf. (2.1)) G(u-6w(u))~ 
F,(-26)G(u) for u E [Us, 0), we therefore obtain 
G((l_e~‘)~““y)~G(y+f(h)e~‘y)~G(y_6w(y))~(l+F)G(y) 
for f(h) ee’ < 6q(y), t 2 h and y E [u,, 0). On the other hand 3B > 0 such that 
S;(U)G B/u\~~ for u <O, and hence we have 
1;((1 -e-‘) -““y)G B(1 -em’)m’y’“q(y)2 
S B(l -e~‘))2y”rf(h)8P’ e-’ q(y) 
for f(h) ee’z 6q(y), t > h and y E [ u8, 0). Thus we conclude, by (5.8), 
A,(x, Y) 5 G(x)G(y) 
+BC(1-e~“)m2Y’“f(h)G(~)p’e-‘I;(x~y)q(xvy) 
for t 3 h and x, y E [I+(~), 0). Hence Condition A(q) holds. 
To prove Condition &q, 1) we note that 30~ [l, 00) such that 
D-‘lul” exp{-cjul-Y} 
G G(u)< Dlu(” exp{-clu(-Y} for u E [-1,O) (7.4) 
(cf. (7.1)). Since Iu(-” exp{-clulPY}s (c e))’ the fact that (2.22) holds for bi = k-““u 
and u’s -1 now follows from observing that, by (7.4), 
G(b:) 
$%I) G(u)q(K+,) 
G sup D2kpP’y(k+l)lu(-y exp{-c(k- l)]rrPy} 
UE[~l,Oj 
ED*-‘(k+l)‘+‘P”Yexp{-c(k-2)}. 
Consider case (i) so that y = (1 + ~)a > 0. Then 3h > 0 such that 
Pit(O) > x, S(r) > x, e -r’2u 5(r) 2 5(O)} 
G P(X(e’) -X( 1) > [et”’ -eP”‘cr]x, X( 1) > x} 
G P{X( 1) > (e’ - l)-*‘n[e”u - em”‘“]x}G(x) 
=z G(2&PIYX)G(X) 
for t E (0, h) (where we used (5.1)-(5.3)). Further we have, by (7.4), 
Pit(O) > x, 5( r> > x, em”zU t(t) s e(O)} 
s G(e-“2n x) 
G D e-pr’2u 1x1” exp{ -_c ey”2a Ixley} 
s D’ e’P”“ze exp{ -( cr/2a)t]xJmY}G(x) 
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for t E (0, h) and x E [-l,O). Hence (2.20) holds for 
f(x, t) = ~(2~-‘t~“~x)+ D* etP’h’Za exp{-(cy/2a)tlxlpY} 
and further it is clear that (2.21) holds since 
f(by, alq(by)) = I;(-2’i”Ya~‘(al)-“Y)+02 e’p’h’2cl exp{-(cy/4a)al) 
for u E [-1, 0). Thus Condition A(q, 1) follows from Proposition l(i). 
Consider case (ii) so that y = CL Then, by (7.3), 3h > 0 such that 
P,(x, x)/S;(x) G G(2tK”“x) -f(x, t) for t E (0, h). 
Heref( by, alq( by)) = G( -2’+“” (al))““) for u E [-1, 0), so that clearly (2.21) holds. 
Hence Proposition l(i) yields that Condition &q, 1) holds. 
To prove Condition 6( w, q, 0, 1) we note that, since ee’ 2 1 - t for t 3 0, 
u+qw(u)> u-t&‘tw(u)= ~[l--(~-‘tq(~)]~e~~‘~“‘~ u 
for 0 <v”?< n <(Y and u E r-1, 0). Since X(t) decreases (in case (i) this follows 
from (5.3) and (7.1)), we get, for O<&< n <(Y and u E [-l,O), 
P{S(q(u)t)> u + v(u), 670) s ul 
S P{e -q(u)“a X(l)> U+~w(u),x(1)~u}=o, 
and so (2.26) holds. Thus Proposition 2(i) yields Condition 6( w, q, 0, 1). 0 
8. Stable processes II 
Let {X(f)>,zo be R-valued separable with stationary independent increments and 
X(t)= ,t”*Z for ts0, where 
E{exp(itZ)} = exp{-(ll”[l +i sign(?) tan (+rra)]}, 1 # (Y E (0,2). 
Here X(r) decreases for a<l. Now let i=O for a<1 and X^=CO for (~>l, and 
define h = a/(2(a - 1)) and K =2(a - l((~~~~‘/(cos $T~)(**-‘. Further let h,(u) = 
H,(u)~Oforu~x^andh,(u)~(sign(h)vul*” and H,(U) = e(m) for u < 2, 
and define $e and $m as in Section 4. 
Corollary 5. (i) We have E,( $) E 9 for Cc, E q and P{E,( I/J)} = 0 Z$ 
X(~,Z-~,,Z~,,{T,};~,)<~ for some {~,}ET,,. Further dl((h,H,)~$~,)<aJ 
P{E,{$)}=O czndZ((h,H,)~&J=~~P{&(~)}=1. 
(ii) We have fiX(t,b)~ %for (cry p and P{.&(+)}=O ifSE(h,H,, H,,{~,}; ja> 
<Co for some {T,}ET,,. Further dl((h,H,~~,)<cOjP{~~(~)}=O and 
Z((h,H,)~~~)=oojP{~~(~)}=l. 
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Proof. (i) Since t(t) = e-“” X(e’), t EIR, is stationary with 
G(u) - Z?Z-Z,(u) - EZ(2~5rK)-“2(u]P’ exp{ -$K(U)2A} as uti? = 2, 
A-‘H,(u)~C;(u)~AAH,(u) for UE[--o~,c~], 
for some constants Z? E (0, m) and A E [l, 03) (cf. e.g., [32], [48] or [61]), and with 
Eg($*) = Ex($) (cf. Section 4), it suffices to show that Theorem 1 applies to t(t) 
with q(u) = h,(u)-‘: For (Y > 1 this follows from Theorem 4 with Y(s, t) = 
X(t)-X(s) and y=2A =(1-l/(~))‘, while for (Y < 1 Theorem 5(i) applies with 
Y(s, t)=X(t)-X(s) and y=(l+y)cu = -2h. 
(ii) This follows from (i) by arguing as in the proof of Theorem 3(iii). 0 
Remark. The case a! = 1 is drastically differently behaved and requires a separate 
analysis, cf. [48]: We do not know if our theory applies here. 
Remark. Since X(t) (cu, p)-stable + -X(t) (LY, -P)-stable, Theorem 3 and 
Corollary 5, via simple transformations, apply also to FX and &. 
For (Y < 1 and Je increasing (or $e decreasing), Corollary 5 reduces to integraltests 
given by Fristedt [24] (see also [25] and [27]): Breiman [16] showed that these 
results can be obtained using Motoo’s method [49]. There are also integraltests in 
the literature for a 2 1, cf. e.g., [48]. 
9. Maximum Brownian local time 
Let { W( t)},,0 be standard R-valued and a.s. continuous Brownian motion and write 
L(x,t)~lim(2~)~‘~{r~[O,t]:x--E< W(r)<x+e} forxE[WandtzO, 
&NJ 
where p is Lebesgue measure. The maximum local time is defined by L*(t) = 
supxtw L(x, t). It is well-known that L*(t) is a.s. continuous. 
Define c = inf{x > 0: J,(x) = x}, where Jo is the first kind of Bessel function of 
order 0 (cf. e.g., [23]), and let G(t) = em”’ $(e’) for + E ?P. Further write A(K)) = 
A(~)~O,h(u)~(1vu)exp{-f(lvu)2}andA(u)~(1vu)2A(u)foru<co,~(u)~ 
O(u)~Ofor~~Oand8(u)~exp{-2c2[1~u]~2}andO(u)~[1~u]~2~(u)foru>0. 
Corollary 6. (i) We have EL*( I/J) E 3 for I,!J E If? and P{E,*( I,!J)} = 0 # 
~(A,A,{~~};~)<ooforsome{~,}~T~.FurtherdZ(A~~)~co~P{E,~(~)}=Oand 
Z(‘4 0 lj) = 03 * P{E,*($)} = 1. 
(ii) We have F,*(I,!I)E Sfor +/JE ly and P{FL*(+)}=O i#I(O, fl,{~,,}; $)<a for 
some {Q-,,}ET~. Further dZ(@o$)<~+P{F,*(+)}=O and Z(Oo$)=~+ 
P{F,*(+)I = 1. 
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Proof. (i) Taking t(t) = e-“2 L*(e’), t~0, we have, by [20], 
G(u)-4m~exp{-$~} as u-+co, 
Ap’A(u)~S;(u)~AAh(u) for UE[--c~,c~], for some A~[l,co). 
Observing that E,(G) = E,*(I,!J) it follows that it suffices to show that Theorem 1 
applies to t(t) with q(u) = (1 v u))‘. 
In order to apply Theorem 4, we note that, by simple computations, 
[(t+h)=eP”2 sup lim (2c)-‘p{r E [0, e’]: x - F < eph’2 W(ehr) <x + E} 
xslw FL0 
pathwise. Here {e-h’2 W(ehr)}lzO and {W(r)},,o have common fidi’s and thus t(t) 
is stationary so that (5.1) holds for LY = 2. 
Let Y(s, t) = SUP,,~ [L(x, t) -L(x, s)]. Then the value of Y(s, t) does not change 
if one replaces W(r) with W(r) - W(s) in the definition of L(x, t). Thus Y(s, t) is 
independent of L*(s) with Y(s, t) = ,L*( 6 -s) for I 3 s z 0. Since L*(t) - L*(S) s 
Y(s, t) we see that (5.2) and (5.3) hold. 
Further (5.4) holds with y = (1 -l/a)-’ =2, and hence Theorem 4 yields that 
Theorem 1 applies. 
(ii) Again t(t) = -em”’ L*(e’), t 3 0, is stationary. Further, by [21], 
I;(u) - 4(sin c)-’ exp{-2c21uP2} as u?O, 
Ap’~(-u)~G(u)sAB(-u) for u~[-~,a], for some AE[~,co). 
Since E,(-4) = FL*($) we conclude that it suffices to show that Theorem 1 applies 
to t(t) with q(u) = 1(-l) v (0 A u)\‘: This follows from Theorem 5(ii) since (5.1) and 
(7.1) hold with (Y = y = 2 and X(t) = -L*(t), and since (5.2) and (7.2) hold for 
Y(S, t) = -sup,,R [L(x, t) - L(x, S)]. cl 
Chung and Hung [ 191 and Levy [43] gave integraltests for L(x, t). Using a result 
of Borodin [15], Csaki [20] and Csaki and Fiildes [21] gave integraltests for L*(t) 
(thereby generalizing the LIL of Kesten [34]). 
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